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HIGH LEVEL EC CONFERENCE: PATHOLOGY EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR

(IN CONNECTION WITH THE EUROWORKSHOP ON INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON DIAGNOSTIC PATHOLOGY, CELL BIOLOGY, AND MORPHOMETRY)

HEIDELBERG, CONFERENCE CENTER OF THE GERMAN CANCER RESEARCH CENTER (DKFZ)

DECEMBER 8 – 10, 2000

PROGRAM

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2000

14.45 – 16.45 PATHOLOGY EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR

14.45 – 15.05 MORMOMETRIC TOOLS FOR PROGNOSTIC PREDICTION IN MALIGNANT TUMORS (T MATTFELDT)

15.05 – 15.25 THE MOST IMPORTANT FOUNDATIONS IN DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS (H CHRISTEN, M OBERHOLZER)

15.25 – 15.40 ARE TELPATHOLGY CONSULTATION CENTERS IN THE INTERNET A VALID ALTERNATIVE TO GET A SECOND OPINION? (V RENZ, P HUFNAGL, S GARDZIELLA, H GUSKI, S HAUPTMANN, M DIETEL)

15.40 – 15.55 DISCUSSION

15.55 – 16.10 THE CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BCL-2 OVEREXPRESSION IN BREAST CANCER PATIENTS – A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY WITH LONG TERM FOLLOW UP (N AGNANTIS)

16.15 – 16.25 GLUTATHIONE-S-TRANSFERENCE, POLYMORPHISMS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO NON-SMALL-CELL LUNG CANCER SUBTYPES AND HAMARTOMAS (A RISCH, H BARTSCH)

16.25 – 16.35 APPLICATIONS OF SURFACTANT APOTRION-A IN PULMONARY PATHOLOGY (E VOLLMER, J GALLE, KH WIEDORN, ME DEUTSCHBEIN, T GOLDMANN)

16.35 – 16.45 DISCUSSION